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Note: Each new GOAL (1st Fundamental Question) will require a new Model for Improvement Guide 
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Model for improvement and PDSA worksheet template 

Step 1: The thinking part - The 3 fundamental questions 

Practice name:  Date: 

Team member: 

Q1. What are we trying to accomplish?                                                                                                  (Goal) 

By answering this question, you will develop your GOAL for improvement 

 

Q2. How will I know that a change is an improvement?                                                                  (Measure) 

By answering this question, you will develop MEASURES to track the achievement of your goal. 
E.g. Track baseline measurement and compare results at the end of the improvement. 

 

Q3. What changes could we make that will lead to an improvement?                      (List your IDEAS) 

By answering this question, you will develop the IDEAS that you can test to achieve your CHANGE goal. 
You may wish to BRAINSTORM ideas with members of our practice team. 

Idea: 
 
 
 
Idea: 
 
 
 
Idea: 
 
 
 
Idea: 
 
 
 

Note: Each new GOAL (1st Fundamental Question) will require a new Model for Improvement plan. 
Source: Langley, G., Nolan, K., Nolan, T., Norman, C. & Provost, L. 1996, The Improvement Guide, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, USA. 
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Model for improvement and PDSA worksheet template 
Step 2: The doing part - plan, do, study, act cycle 
You will have noted your IDEAS for testing when you answered the 3rd fundamental question in step 1. 
You will use this sheet to test an idea. 

PLAN Describe the brainstorm idea you are planning to work on.                           (Idea) 

Plan the test, 
including a plan for 
collecting data 

What exactly will you do? Include what, who, when, where, predictions and data to be 
collected. 

 

DO Who is going to do what?                                                                            (Action) 

Run the test on a 
small scale 

How will you measure the outcome of your change? 
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STUDY Does the data show a change?                                                                       (Reflection)   

Analyse the results 
and compare them 
to your predictions 

Was the plan executed successfully?                                                    
Did you encounter any problems or difficulty? 

 

ACT 
Do you need to make changes to your original plan?                          (What next) 
OR Did everything go well?  

Based on what you 
learned from the 
test, plan for your 
next step 

If this idea was successful you may like to implement this change on a larger scale or try 
something new. 
If the idea did not meet its overall goal, consider why not and identify what can be done 
to improve performance.  

 

Repeat step 2 for other ideas - What idea will you test next? 


	Q1: Our goal is to: - Support the team to work from home during COVID-19Our S.M.A.R.T goal is to: - Have at least 70% of staff capable of working from home and minimum number of staff working in-practice by 30 May 2020.
	Practice name: Test Practice
	Date: 22/05/2020
	Team member: 
	Q2: We will: - Create a roster that distinguishes those working from home and only a minimum number of staff required in-practice i.e. adopt a 'Reduced Staff Model' - Review staff feedback on support and wellbeing.- Review patient feedback on Reduced Staff Model
	Idea 1: (i) Establish 'essential' in-practice staff roles and numbers, and create roster for rotation of staff around roles i.e. adopt a 'Reduced Staff Model'
	Idea 2: (ii) Human Resources Manager or Practice Manager to create policy for working from home including aspects of technology, wellbeing, flexibility
	Idea 3: (iii) Adopt telehealth and provide communication to patients on options to access telehealth
	Idea 4: 
	step 2 - plan: Idea: (i) Establish 'essential' in-practice staff roles and numbers, and create roster for rotation of staff around roles i.e. adopt a 'Reduced Staff Model'What: Practice manager to review the need of patient attendance and assess number of essential in-house staff , leads and back ups for roles, and roster for rotation for the essential in-house roles.Who: Practice ManagerWhen: Week beginning 25 May Prediction: Only 1 lead per essential in-practice role will need to be present in-practice as all other staff will work remotely. Essential in-practice role will generally include: 1 GP, 1 Nurse, 1 Admin/Receptionist but this will fluctuate based on staff preference and patient attendance. Data to be collected: Determine trends in patient attendance at practice e.g. average number per week, certain days where visit numbers are high, certain populations that will present more at practice. Use trends to determine what a minimum number of essential in-house staff looks like e.g. Mondays will have 2 GPs in-practice and remainder working from home but all other days will have 1 GP working in-practice and rest from home. 
	step 2 - do: Completed 29 May 2020 - Practice determined, based on past patient attendance, that 10 staff work an average on any given day. 3 staff roles - 1 GP, 1 Nurse and 1 Admin person was determined to be essential in-practice and the remainder 7 staff could work from home remotely. This model was given the title - Reduced Staff Model.Practice conducted a trial of the Reduced Staff Model for a week where 7 staff that were not defined as essential 'in-practice' could opt to work remotely but still be present in-practice in a back room, or work from home with remote session. Of the 7 staff, 5 chose to work remotely: 2 receptionist, 1 nurse, and 2 GPs. A 'Happy or Not' online survey was then sent via text and email to staff to identify how they felt during the trial period and if they felt supported.A patient satisfaction survey on Reduced Staff Model was also sent to patients via an SMS or email to determine how they felt about the new model. 
	step 2 - study: Of the 7 staff who were not defined as essential 'in-practice' , only 5 worked remotely during this time which meant a smaller sample group. Of the 5 who worked remotely, there were times when internet speed and unfamiliarity with new environment (remote session as well as working from home) played a role in low satisfaction, however this was noted to be more prevalent at the beginning of the week. Overall, the staff 'Happy or Not' survey was 90% positive and all staff felt supported with choice to work from home or in practice.The patient 'Happy or Not' survey presented 70% of patients happy with new model although some commented that it would take some time to get used to telehealth.
	step 2 - act: 1. Create a plan to rotate staff in-practice based on essential roles2. Encourage maximum amount of staff to work remotely from home but also remind team that they will be supported with flexible working arrangements while COVID-19 is occurring. 3. Ensure all contact details are exchanged between staff in case of emergency including IT details.4. Increase essential number to 5 on busy days.5. Contact BSPHN for more training on telehealth.6. Develop an approach to workforce support and wellbeing to ensure staff feel connected and supported through remote working 


